Hennig-Olsen Is is the oldest ice cream producer in the
Nordic region. The company has developed and produced
premium quality ice cream based on secret recipes for
more than 90 years. Every year they produce approximately
30 million litres of ice cream and frozen desserts at the
factory in Hannevika, outside Kristiansand. This accounts for
more than half of the Norwegian ice cream market. In
addition, the company make their own chocolate, caramel,
almond brittle and jam.

Today, Hennig-Olsen has about 230 employees from almost
30 different nationalities. In addition to the headquarter in
Kristiansand, Hennig-Olsen Is has regional offices in Oslo,
Haugesund, Bergen, Molde, Trondheim and Tromsø.

Hennig-Olsen Is is a third-generation family company, and one of few privately
owned companies in the food industry in Norway.
Since 1924, the secret ice cream recipes have been passed down from
generation to generation. Today, they proudly carry on the tradition and put
their heart and soul into creating the «Cream of ice cream».
Read more of the history on their webpage:
https://www.hennig-olsen.no/english/

CEO and 3rd generation owner, Paal Hennig-Olsen

• High Norwegian Quality (Norwegian cream and eggs, own sauces
and jams, the best raw material)
• Family owned since 1924
• Handcraft with passion
• Creative and inspiring taste expert
• Ice cream happiness and warm summer memories

https://vimeo.com/hennigolsen/re
view/320244351/b01a21536d

https://vimeo.com/320433214/c
30b7f4899

https://vimeo.com/hennigolsen/
review/320242342/b102f29b24

https://vimeo.com/hennigolsen/
review/320690653/b5943c07bc
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Single unit ice cream (impulse
OOH), large distribution in retail
and other kiosks, gas stations etc.
High value, high frequency. High
involvment by consumers and
media. Iconic product of summer
association.
Good profit

•
•
•

Multipack boxes (for home)
Traditionally the category has often been
associated with «value-pack» in Norway and
often subject to «price wars» and
promotions by the retail

•
•
•

Dessert ice cream /box ice cream (for home),
Volume products, but value and profitability varies greatly. From
economy packs to super premium ice creams.
Ice cream cakes and logs (for home and catering),– downslowing trend,
not focus in the category today

•
•

Fresh soft ice and scoop ice
creams impulse and OOH
Other (mousse, milkshake &
slush for catering), small
market
Iconic product of summer
association, but harder to
brand than single unit ice
creams in retail and kiosks

A couple of «nice to know» basics
1. The basic traditional recipe for ice cream consists of heavy cream,
sugar, egg yolk and flavouring
2. In order to mass produce, some stabilizers and emulsifiers are needed
for longer preservation
3. The ice creams produced in a factory today are either extruded,
molded or shaped by valve fillers.
Extruded ice creams

See video examples.

Molded ice creams

Valve filling

• Ice cream is closely associated with happiness, childhood
memories, family time, summer vacation
• Ice cream is a «lawful treat» you can allow yourself or your
beloved ones
• Some people eat less ice cream for health purposes because of
the sugar and the fat in ice cream
• Ice cream is eaten and loved by all – from babies to elderly from poor to rich
• Norwegians eat around 12,5 litres of ice cream per year. The
volume has gone a little back the last few years, but the value
and willingness to spend more on the category has risen

Our goal is that everybody should be able to find a product for
himself regardless of age, lifestyle, life situation, allergies etc.
The ambition is to make ice cream relevant and interesting to all
age groups – even more than today.
There has never been developed an ice cream concept targeting
the senior citizens – although we know they have good economy,
good aesthetic taste and they will increase substantially in number
in the very near future
Let’s go for it!
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The ice cream factory outside of Kristiansand, in the south of
Norway
«The factory with a view towards the horizon»

